ABSTRACT

Objective: To determine the influence of combat sports on bone mass. Methods: A systematic review was performed according to the PRISMA method, with searches in the Pubmed, Bireme, Embase and Web of Science databases covering the period 1900 to 2015, using the keywords "martial arts," "fight," "combat," "karate," "kung fu," "tae kwon do," "judo," "aikido," "bone mass," "bone health," "bone tissue," "bone density," and "bone mineral contents." The articles were searched for and retrieved electronically and manually, by two independent reviewers. Results: Seventy-nine articles were identified, of which 25 were duplicates, leaving 54 for reading and evaluation of the titles; next, articles about diseases such as bone and/or orthopedic injuries, maxillofacial, surgeries, fractures, osteoporosis and osteopenia in women, prevention of falls, and physical fitness were excluded, leaving 15 articles. Of the articles selected and retrieved in full, all were published between 2002 and 2015. One article was a case control study; two were longitudinal studies, two were randomized studies; and 10 were cross-sectional studies. A total of 1368 children, adolescents, adults and elderly subjects were involved in combat sports and had bone evaluation by imaging. Factors such as calorie intake, calcium and/or vitamin D, intensity and volume of the exercise, hormonal aspects as bone markers, and characteristics of menopause are not conclusive in relation to bone mass, and further studies are needed. Conclusion: The practice of combat sports shows a significant improvement in bone mass at all ages. Level of Evidence III, Therapeutic study – Investigation of treatment results.
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INTRODUCTION

Adolescence is a crucial period for bone acquisition, as at this stage there is gradual bone growth, reaching 90% of the peak. It is the primary period for bone response to physical exercise. Besides, genetic predisposition, physiological factors, calcium intake and vitamin D, active lifestyle and participation in sports are among the most important factors for the acquisition of an adequate bone structure during the period of growth. This acquisition of bone mass in childhood and adolescence is vital to avoid osteopenia and future diseases such as osteoporosis and fractures in adult life.

Therefore, medium and high impact sports, such as fighting (judo, karate, kung fu, taekwondo, boxing, etc.) cause micro fractures in the bone tissue, which stimulate osteogenesis and enhance mechanical stress, promoting beneficial effects on the bone mass. Multiple imaging techniques (radiological or others) are used to evaluate bone mass at pediatric age. The most used ones are DXA (dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry), peripheral quantitative computed tomography (pQCT) and quantitative ultrasound (QUS). The latter does not use ionizing radiation.

Although the benefits of impact sports to bone health are known, little is known about the benefits gained through combat sports. The objective of this study was to analyze the influence of combat sports on bone mass in children, adolescents, adults and the elderly using different imaging techniques of bone evaluation.

METHODS

Search strategy

An extensive electronic research was conducted to identify articles on studies that used bone mass evaluation methods in combat sports in healthy children, adolescents, adults, and the elderly.

This is a systematic review using the PRISMA method (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses). The research was carried out using keywords with terms selected and consulted through the Health Sciences Descriptors (DeCS) and Medical Subject Headings (MeSH). The search strategies were developed with a health librarian.

The search was performed from April to May 2015 in four databases: Bireme, Embase, Pubmed and Web of Science. The terms were limited to the English language only: "martial arts", "fight" "combat", "karate", "kung fu", "taekwondo", "judo", "aikido", "bone", "bone health", "bone tissue", "bone density", "bone mineral contents", "any suffixes", using the Boolean operators AND and/or OR. Also, the search and retrieval of the articles were performed both electronically and manually by two independent reviewers.

There were no limitations of statistical methods and/or quality of data for the inclusion of articles. The inclusion criteria were: 1) original articles: cross-sectional, longitudinal, randomized and non-randomized; 2) articles on combat sports; 3) bone mass evaluation imaging techniques; 4) studies with human beings: children, adolescents, adults and the elderly; 5) healthy individuals. Exclusion criteria were: 1) injuries caused by combat sports; 2) articles not in English or Portuguese.

The researchers independently initiated the search and evaluation of the studies potentially relevant to this review using a protocol developed for the research, in order to classify the articles according to the study design and strictly complying with the inclusion and exclusion criteria in order to create a selection of articles. As a strategy, this systematic review was conducted with the following steps, to identify and select the articles in the different databases:

First stage: to identify the articles, all titles of the potential studies to be included were read. Those that did not meet any of the inclusion criteria of this study were excluded. Second stage: the abstracts of the studies selected in the first stage were read. Again, those that did not meet any of the inclusion criteria predetermined in this study were rejected. Third stage: all studies selected in the first two stages were fully read (detailed analysis), then the articles used in this review were compiled. Fourth stage: the references of the selected articles were checked. Last stage: after the research and individual evaluation of the researchers, a consensus meeting was held to select the final articles, with a new detailed analysis, following the four stages previously mentioned to resolve doubts and disagreements of the data collected from the reviewers.

RESULTS

Through the electronic search, 79 articles with the terms in the selected databases were identified. Of these, 25 were excluded because they were repeated. Fifty-four were left to be read and have their titles evaluated. Of these, 39 articles about orthopedic and/or bone injuries, maxillofacial diseases, surgeries, fractures, osteopenic and osteoporotic women, prevention of falls and physical fitness were excluded. Once all the titles were read, there were 16 left to have their abstracts read.

In the references of the selected articles, no relevant article was found. Therefore, 16 articles were left to be read, in which only 15 were found by the researchers of the study. The article by Matsumoto et al. was requested to the librarian, but it was not found, as the journal only included were read. Those that did not meet any of the inclusion criteria of this study were excluded. Second stage: the abstracts of the studies selected in the first stage were read. Again, those that did not meet any of the inclusion criteria predetermined in this study were rejected. Third stage: all studies selected in the first two stages were fully read (detailed analysis), then the articles used in this review were compiled. Fourth stage: the references of the selected articles were checked. Last stage: after the research and individual evaluation of the researchers, a consensus meeting was held to select the final articles, with a new detailed analysis, following the four stages previously mentioned to resolve doubts and disagreements of the data collected from the reviewers.

Characteristics of the studies

Of the full studies selected and found, all of them were published between 2002 and 2015. One of these articles was a case control study, two were longitudinal studies, two randomized studies and 10 cross-sectional studies. Once all of the 15 selected articles were read, there were 1,368 children, adolescents, adults and elderly people involved in combat sports and bone imaging evaluation.

The equipment for evaluation of the bone imaging imaging techniques was QUS of phalanges, DXA and pQCT. T and Z scores of the variable Amplitude Dependent Speed of Sound (AD-SoS) were analyzed by QUS of phalanges; and bone mineral density of the spine, lumbar, femur, hip, arm, leg, trunk and total spine by DXA, and distal tibia by pQCT.

The variables analyzed were: age, sex, weight, height, body mass index (BMI), bone tissue, bone mineral density, fat mass, lean mass, appendicular...
muscle mass, smoking and alcohol. Regarding dietary intake: carbohydrates, proteins, fats, calcium, and vitamin D. Regarding exercise: duration, intensity and volume of the exercise, training frequency per week, years of sports practice, dominant and non-dominant hand strength, flexibility, muscle strength, blast force of lower limbs. Regarding hormonal aspects: age of menopause, reproductive years and years since menopause, testosterone, growth hormone, cortisol, bone markers, total protein values.

The summaries of the articles are presented in Table 1. These articles presented an association between DXA (n=11), pQCT (n=2) and QUS of phalanges (n=2), with variables of calcium and/or vitamin D intake (n=4), caloric intake (n=1), exercise: time of physical exercise, intensity and volume (n=7), smoking and alcohol (n=1), hormone 1: menopause, reproductive age and age of menopause (n=4) and hormone 2: cortisol, testosterone and bone markers (n=3).

The combat sports studied and other sports were: Karate, Judo, Kyokushinkai Karate, Tai Chi, Kung Fu, Tai Chi Chun, Taekwondo, Wrestling, Boxing. Walking, resistance exercise, water polo and dancing were also evaluated.

**DISCUSSION**

In this study, it was found that the effects of combat sports on bone mass at different ages with healthy individuals were positive. Besides, the results presented other important variables related to bone mass, including: calorie, calcium and vitamin D intake; time, intensity and volume of physical exercise; smoking and alcohol and hormones.

**Calorie, calcium and/or vitamin D intake**

Regarding the study by Andreoli et al., which evaluated caloric intake in adults (athletes and control group) using a food frequency questionnaire, did not present any significant difference between groups for BMI and caloric intake. Judo and karate practitioners had a higher protein intake than water polo and control group. Water polo practitioners had a higher lipid and carbohydrate consumption than judo, karate and control group individuals. There were no differences between the groups of athletes with calcium intake, and the caloric intake was significantly higher in the athletes’ group than in the control group. Four other studies evaluated calcium intake, but...
did not present significant differences between the groups.\textsuperscript{1,7,15,16} However, there are still few studies investigating the relationship between calcium intake and bone mass. However, three studies did not reveal any relationship with physical activity.\textsuperscript{15,16,19}

### Exercise: time of physical exercise, intensity and volume

Only four studies found significant values regarding the practice of sports and physical activity regarding exercise, duration, frequency, hours per week and number of years of practice of the sports discipline.\textsuperscript{2,7,17,18} However, three studies did not reveal any relationship with physical activity.\textsuperscript{15,16,19}

### Smoking and Alcohol

A single study evaluated alcohol consumption and smoking among males (n=90) and females (n=90) of a Chinese community with Tai Chi practice and resistance exercise in which there was no statistical difference between the groups.\textsuperscript{16} Due to the scarcity of studies directed to this topic, it does not provide any plausible explanation to discuss such result.

### Hormone 1: menopause, reproductive age and age of menopause

Four studies evaluated the variables that guide menopause to characterize their sample with Tai Chi Chun (TCC) and one control group.

### Results and conclusion

Bozkurt et al, 2010\textsuperscript{26} physical exercises positively affect BMD when they are done regularly and correctly.

Bozkurt et al, 2010\textsuperscript{26} Higher BMD values in the femur region are found in fighters. These activities have a significant effect on bone mineral density.

Drozdzowska et al, 2011\textsuperscript{4} Karate is a sport with a positive influence on bone tissue with more significant benefits in adults.

Kim et al, 2013\textsuperscript{14} Judo significantly improves bone health during the growth period in male adolescents. Judo is strongly recommended to improve and prevent osteopenia in young/Korean men.

Nasri et al, 2013\textsuperscript{5} osteogenic effect of combat sports, especially judo and kyokushinkai karate. Children and adolescents may be encouraged to participate in combat sports.

Nasri et al, 2015\textsuperscript{7} The practice of combat sports, in the early pubertal phase, has been shown to be the main predictor of BMD among adolescent athletes. It is more evident in the lumbar spine area. Also, they conclude that the practice of this type of sport contributes to optimal bone development.

Prouteau et al, 2006\textsuperscript{27} The high osteogenic stimuli provided by the unique biomechanical judo environment can help prevent bone loss associated with weight loss interventions.

Shin et al, 2012\textsuperscript{5} They suggest that Judo significantly improves bone health in all weight groups. They suggest that taekwondo training during growth significantly improves bone health in female adolescents and is highly recommended to improve bone health and prevent osteoporosis in women.

Song et al, 2014\textsuperscript{19} They suggest that, as a fitness measure, Tai Chi is best for long-term exercising and its short-term effects are imprecise-ineffective compared to dancing and walking.

Woo et al, 2007\textsuperscript{28} They conclude that the beneficial effects of Tai Chi and resistance exercises on musculoskeletal health are modest and may not provide any better clinical outcomes.

Bolanowski et al, 2007\textsuperscript{29} They have found beneficial effects of regular Tai Chi exercise in older women evaluated by QUS. Tai Chi gymnastics is recommended for the prevention of osteoporosis.

Chan et al, 2004\textsuperscript{30} The first randomized and prospective 12-month TCC intervention (1 h/d, 4.2 times/week on average) revealed beneficial effects in the deceleration of bone loss in early postmenopausal women. In the long term, follow-up is needed to substantiate the importance of TCC in preventing osteoporosis and fall-related fractures.

Qin et al, 2002\textsuperscript{31} A case-control study to show that regular TCC exercise may help delay bone loss in postmenopausal women.

Qin et al, 2005\textsuperscript{32} Regular TCC may be associated with higher BMD and better neuromuscular function in early postmenopausal women.

DXA = dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry. pQCT = peripheral quantitative computed tomography. BMC = bone mineral content. AD-SoS = amplitude dependent speed of sound. ♂ = male sex. ♀ = female sex. BMI = body mass index. QUS = quantitative ultrasound. TCC = Tai Chi Chun. TCPP = Tai Chi Chun practitioners.
he studies of Qin et al.; Chan et al.; Qin et.al.15-23,24 did not present statistical differences between the groups. However, the study by Bolanowski et al.17 presented a negative correlation between the postmenopausal years and the groups. Despite the non-correlation between these variables, TCC provides several postmenopausal benefits, as it is a practice with no impact and with isometric exercises.23,24

**Hormone 2: cortisol, testosterone and bone markers**

Three studies evaluated the hormonal aspects, such as cortisol, testosterone, growth hormone, alkaline phosphatase; C-terminal telopeptide of type I collagen (CTX); osteocalcin; n-terminal propeptide-procollegenase type 1 (P1NP).

Of these three studies, Nasri et al.1 found that the explosive strength of the lower limbs was significantly higher in judo, karate and kyokushinkai karate practitioners than in boxers and in the control group, but with respect to the hormonal parameters (growth hormone and testosterone) there was no association between the combat groups and the control group. In another study, Nasri et al.16 evaluated the bone formation markers alkaline phosphatase, CTX, osteocalcin and P1NP between combat athletes and a sedentary group. They found a significant difference between athletes and the sedentary group only in alkaline phosphatase and P1NP and the CTX values (bone resorption marker) were lower in combat athletes compared to the sedentary group.

In the third study, Prouteau et al.21 found that in both sexes, cortisol levels were significantly higher in female judo practitioners than in controls, and total plasma protein concentrations did not reveal significant differences between the groups and sex.

Regardless of the results of the mentioned articles concerning hormones in groups of athletes (both males and females), the hormonal status is of the main and essential precursors for bone formation.
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